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1. INTRODUCTION
Let G=(P,L) be a point-line geometry with exactly three points on
each line, and let F2 denote the field of order 2. An embedding of G in an
F2-vector space E is a function h: PQ E such that
• h(p)+h(q)+h(r)=0 whenever p, q, r form a line, and
• E is spanned by the image of h.
(If h is injective, lines in G are mapped to full projective lines in E.) The
universal embedding of G is the natural map PQ F2P/R, where F2P is a
vector space with basis {xp} indexed by P, and R the subspace spanned by
the sums xp+xq+xr where p, q, r form a line. This is the ‘‘largest’’
embedding of G. We shall also refer to the space U(G)=F2P/R as the
universal embedding.
The U2n(2) dual polar space, denoted DU2n(2), is the geometry whose
points and lines are, respectively, the n- and (n−1)-dimensional totally
isotropic subspaces of a 2n-dimensional unitary space over F4, with inci-
dence given by inclusion. Since each line of DU2n(2) is incident to exactly
three points, we may study its embeddings as defined above.
An argument of A. E. Brouwer, outlined in [5], shows that U(DU2n(2))
has dimension at least g(n)=(4n+2)/3. He has conjectured that equality
holds, and we prove this in the present paper.
A consequence of our result is that the dimensions of the universal
embeddings of all the finite classical dual polar spaces are now known [3].
Another motivation for studying the embeddings of DU2n(2) comes from
Ivanov’s work on extended dual polar spaces [5].
The method is the same as in [6], where the analogous problem for the
Sp2n(2) dual polar space (which we define in Section 2) is solved. First we
reduce the conjecture to a statement about quotients of permutation
modules for GLn(4) in characteristic 2 (Theorem 4.1). This reduction was
first done by Bardoe and Ivanov [2] but is presented here (in Sections 2–4)
because their paper has not been published. We then prove this reformula-
tion by a kind of row-reduction argument.
2. RELATIONS AT DISTANCES \ 2
Fix n \ 2. Let (V, ·) be a 2n-dimensional unitary space over the field F4
of order 4, and let G=(P,L) 5 DU2n(2) be the geometry whose points
and lines are the totally isotropic subspaces of V of dimension n and n−1
respectively. Let h: PQ U be the universal embedding of DU2n(2). Our
goal is to show that dim U [ (4n+2)/3.
Let C be the collinearity graph of G. It turns out that the distance
d(p, q) between any two vertices p and q of C equals dim p/(p 5 q). (In
particular, C has diameter n.) We fix a point x0 ¥P and set Ck(x0)=
{p: d(p, x0)=k}={p: dim(p 5 x0)=n−k}. For 0 [ k [ n, let Mk denote
the subspace of U spanned by {h(p): p ¥P, d(p, x0) [ k}; then
0 [M0 [M1 [ · · · [Mn=U.
It is well-known that G is a near polygon: any given point is nearest (with
respect to distances in C) to a unique point on any given line. This implies
that whenever p, q ¥ Ck(x0) are distinct, collinear points, then the third
point r on the line through them must be in Ck−1(x0). Since h(p)+
h(q)=h(r), we have h(p) — h(q) (modMk−1) whenever p, q ¥ Ck(x0) are
collinear. Clearly the same then holds if p and q are merely in the same
connected component of the induced subgraph Ck(x0). If C is such a com-
ponent, denote the resulting common element of Mk/Mk−1 by C¯. It turns
out that two vertices p, q ¥ Ck(x0) lie in the same connected component of
Ck(x0) if and only if p 5 x0=q 5 x0 (as subspaces of V). ThusMk/Mk−1 is
spanned by vectors that are indexed by the (n−k)-subspaces of x0.
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We shall need properties of the related geometry DSp2n(2). Let (VŒ, ·)
be a 2n-dimensional symplectic space over F2. The points and lines of
DSp2n(2) are the totally isotropic subspaces of VŒ of dimensions n and
n−1, respectively. All geometric properties we have described above for G
also hold for DSp2n(2). Let k be the universal embedding of DSp2n(2) (in a
space UŒ). Fix a vertex x −0 in the collinearity graph CŒ; then we have
0 [N0 [N1 [ · · · [Nn=UŒ,
where Nk is spanned by {k(p): d(p, x
−
0) [ k}. The quotients Nk/Nk−1 are
spanned by vectors CŒ where the connected components CŒ of C −k(x −0) are
indexed by the (n−k)-dimensional subspaces of x −0.
When 2 [ k [ n−1, the generators CŒ of Nk/Nk−1 satisfy the following
linear relations ([2], [6]):
Lemma 2.1. Suppose XŒ < YŒ are subspaces of x −0 of dimensions (n−k)−
1 < (n−k)+2, where 2 [ k [ n−1. IfC −1, ..., C −7 are the connected components
of C −k(x
−
0) that correspond to the seven (n−k)-dimensional spaces between XŒ
and YŒ, then we have C −1+·· ·+C −7=0 in Nk/Nk−1.
Consider a basis e1, ..., en, f1, ..., fn of V (the unitary space defining
DU2n(2)) with ei ·fj=fj · ei=di, j and ei · ej=fi ·fj=0. The F2-span VŒ of
these vectors, together with the restriction of the Hermitian form of V to
VŒ, is a symplectic space over F2. The totally isotropic subspaces of VŒ of
dimension n and n−1 form a geometry GŒ 5 DSp2n(2) that we can view as
a subgeometry of G via the mapping LW F4L (where F4L denotes the
F4-span of L). When x0=Oe1, ..., enPF4 and x
−
0=Oe1, ..., enPF2 , Lemma 2.1
gives us some relations among the generators C¯ of Mk/Mk−1. To describe
these relations, we use the following terminology: by an F2-lattice of rank k
in an F4-vector space we shall mean an F2-subspace XŒ such that dimF2 XŒ=
dimF4 F4XŒ=k. We now have:
Lemma 2.2. Suppose 2 [ k [ n−1, XŒ < YŒ are F2-lattices in x0 of ranks
(n−k)−1 < (n−k)+2, and Z −1, ..., Z
−
7 are the F2-lattices of rank (n−k)
which lie between XŒ and YŒ. If C1, ..., C7 are the connected components
of Ck(x0) that correspond to F4Z
−
1, ..., F4Z
−
7, then C1+·· ·+C7=0 in
Mk/Mk−1.
Since the connected components ofCn(x0) correspond to the 0-dimensional
subspaces of x0, we have:
Lemma 2.3. The dimension ofMn/Mn−1 is at most 1.
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3. RELATIONS AT DISTANCE [ 1
There are additional relations:
Lemma 3.1. Suppose 1 [ k [ n−1, X < Y are subspaces of x0 of dimen-
sions (n−k)−1 < (n−k)+1, and Z1, ..., Z5 are the (n−k)-dimensional
subspaces of x0 between X and Y. If C1, ..., C5 are the corresponding
connected components of Ck(x0), then C1+·· ·+C5=0 inMk/Mk−1.
Proof. First suppose n=2. Then we have C={x0} 2 C1(x0) 2 C2(x0),
and the connected components of C1(x0) are in one-to-one correspondence
with the five 1-subspaces of the two-dimensional space x0 over F4. Bardoe
[1] has shown that C2(x0) contains a 5-cycle p0, ..., p4 such that, if qi
denotes the third point on the line through pi and pi+1 (indices taken
modulo 5), then the qi lie in the five different connected components of
C1(x0). Since ;i h(qi)=;i (h(pi)+h(pi+1))=0, the images in M1/M0 of
the five connected components of C1(x0) add up to zero.
Now let n \ 2 be arbitrary, and let X < Y, Zi, Ci be as given. Choose
p ¥ Ck−1(x0) and q ¥ Ck+1(x0) with p 5 x0=Y, q 5 x0=X, and d(p, q)=2.
LetH be the subgeometry consisting of the maximal and (n−1)-dimensional
isotropic subspaces which contain p 5 q; this subgeometry is isomorphic to
the DU4(2)-geometry H¯ constructed from the unitary space (p 5 q)+=
(p 5 q)+/(p 5 q). Let p¯0, ..., p¯4 be a 5-cycle in H¯ at distance 2 from
p¯=p/(p 5 q) as found by Bardoe. This means that the intersections of the
third points of this 5-cycle with p¯ are exactly Z¯1, ..., Z¯5. If pi are the liftings
of p¯i toH, then p0, ..., p4 is a 5-cycle in Ck+1(x0) whose third points inter-
sect x0 in exactly Z1, ..., Z5. In other words, these third points lie in the
distinct components C1, ..., C5. The claim that C1+·· ·+C5=0 in
Mk/Mk−1 now follows as before. L
It turns out that the relations of Lemma 3.1 are consequences of those of
Lemma 2.2 unless k=1. This is proved in an Appendix.
Since C0(x0)={x0}, the following is clear:
Lemma 3.2. M0 has dimension at most 1.
4. PERMUTATION MODULES
We now restate the results of Sections 2 and 3 in terms of permutation
modules. Let Pk be the permutation module over F2 for the action of
GLn(4) on the set of k-dimensional subspaces of F
n
4. We regard the
elements of Pk as sets of subspaces of F
n
4 under symmetric difference.
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Identifying x0 with F
n
4, we get surjective maps Pn−k QMk/Mk−1 which act
by {L}W CL ¥Mk/Mk−1 on the natural basis elements of Pn−k. Here CL
denotes the connected component of Ck(x0) which corresponds to L.
For subspaces X < Y of Fn4 of dimensions k−1 < k+1, set
L(X, Y)={L: X < L < Y, dim L=k},
a vector of weight 5 in Pk. If k [ n−2, X [ Fn4, dimX=k−1, YŒ … Fn4 an
F2-lattice of rank 3, and X 5 F4YŒ={0}, then set
F(X, YŒ)={X+F4v : v ¥ YŒ0{0}},
a vector of weight 7 in Pk. (If L1, ..., L7 are the elements of F(X, YŒ), then
{L1/X, ..., L7/X} is a Fano subplane of the projective plane (X+F4YŒ)/X
of order 4.) Now for 1 [ k [ n−1, let Ik be the subspace of Pk spanned by
the vectors L(X, Y) and F(X, YŒ), for all appropriate X, Y, YŒ. (When
k=n−1, the sets F(X, YŒ) do not make sense, and In−1 is just spanned by
the vectors L(X, Fn4) for dimX=n−2.) We call the vectors L(X, Y) and
F(X, YŒ) the special generators of Ik. For completeness, set I0={0} [ P0,
In={0} [ Pn, and M−1={0} [ U. The following lemma summarizes
Lemmas 2.2, 2.3, 3.1, and 3.2:
Lemma 4.1. For 0 [ k [ n, the kernel of the surjective map Pn−k Q
Mk/Mk−1 contains In−k. In particular,
dimMk/Mk−1 [ dim Pn−k/In−k, 0 [ k [ n.
Summing over k, we have:
Theorem 4.1. To prove Brouwer’s conjecture, it suffices to show that
C
n
k=0
dim Pk/Ik [
4n+2
3
.
The remainder of this paper is devoted to proving this inequality.
5. LEXICAL ORDER
Fix n \ 1. We fix the following notation for elements and subspaces
of Fn4. Let x1, ..., xn denote the standard basis of F
n
4. For a vector
v=a1x1+·· ·+anxn ¥ Fn4, define its support by supp(v)={i: ai ] 0} and its
weight by wt(v)=|supp(v)|, and denote its ith coordinate ai by [v]i. For a
subspace L [ Fn4, define supp(L)=1v ¥ L supp(v). For a nonzero vector
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v ¥ Fn4, set a(v)=min supp(v) and b(v)=max supp(v). For a nonzero
vector v ¥ Fn4, let c(v) denote [v]b(v), i.e., the last nonzero coefficient of v.
For L [ Fn4, set a(L)={a(v): v ¥ L, v ] 0}. Then clearly LŒ [ L implies
a(LŒ) ı a(L). One easy consequence is that a(L) 5 a(LŒ)=” implies
L 5 LŒ={0}. It is a basic fact that dim(L)=|a(L)|.
We order F4={0, 1, w, w2} linearly by w2P wP 1P 0. Now we order
Fn4 by declaring that vP w if there is some index i such that [v]j=[w]j for
all j < i and [v]i P [w]i. For L [ Fn4 of dimension k, the reduced echelon
basis v1 P · · · P vk of L is defined recursively in reverse order: vk is the
smallest nonzero vector (under P ) in L, and for all i < k, vi is the smallest
vector in L but not in Ovi+1, ..., vkP. It is also the unique ordered basis
v1, ..., vk of L such that a(vi) is an increasing function of i and a(vi) ¨
supp(vj) whenever i ] j. If ; aixi P; bixi P · · · is the reduced echelon
basis of the space L, we shall also put this information in the matrix form
ra1 · · · anb1 · · · bn
x
s
and call it the reduced echelon array of L.
If L and LŒ are subspaces of Fn4 of the same dimension, with reduced
echelon bases {vi} and {v
−
i}, then we say that L is larger than LŒ (and write
LP LŒ) if there is some i such that vi P v −i and vj=v −j for all j > i. We call
this the lexical order on the subspaces of Fn4, because in terms of reduced
echelon arrays of L and LŒ, it involves comparing successive pairs of corre-
sponding entries in a certain order starting at the lower left corner, and
deciding on whether LP LŒ or LŒP L based on the first unequal pair.
The following result is basically Lemma 3.1 of [6], adapted to the
present situation. (The proof given there works without change.)
Lemma 5.1. Let X, XŒ, and L0 be subspaces of Fn4 with dimX=
dimXŒ=k, XPXŒ, and supp(X) 5 a(L0)=supp(XŒ) 5 a(L0)=”. Then
X+L0 and XŒ+L0 have the same dimension, and X+L0 PXŒ+L0.
6. A SPECIAL COLLECTION OF SUBSPACES
Let Nn denote the collection of all subspaces of Fn4 whose reduced
echelon basis v1 P · · · P vk (where k=dim L) satisfies all of the following
six conditions:
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(N1) wt(va) [ 2 for every a ¥ {1, ..., k}.
(N2) If wt(va)=2, then c(va) ] w2.
(N3) If va P vb and wt(va)=wt(vb)=2, then b(va) [ b(vb).
(N4) There do not exist va P vb, both of weight 2, such that c(vb)=w
and a(vb) < b(va).
(N5) There do not exist va P vb P vc, all of weight 2, such that
a(vc) < b(va) and |{b(va), b(vb), b(vc)}| [ 2.
(N6) There do not exist va P vb P vc P vd, all of weight 2, such that
b(va)=b(vb), a(vd) < b(vc), and c(vc)=w.
Conditions (N1)–(N6) are similar to conditions (N1)–(N4) in [6].
Informally, L belongs to Nn if the reduced echelon array of L does not
contain w2 or certain ‘‘forbidden configurations’’ of 1’s and w’s. For
example, the following subspaces (given as arrays) violate (N4), (N5), and
(N6), respectively, and so none of them lies inNn (for the appropriate n).
In each case the forbidden configuration is underlined.
|1 0 0 1 0 0 00 1 0 0 w 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 1
} , |1 0 1 0 0 0 0 00 1 0 0 0 0 w 00 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
} ,
|1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 00 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 w
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
}
Theorem 6.1. The collectionNn contains exactly (4n+2)/3 elements.
Proof. This theorem is easily checked for n [ 2, so we assume that n \ 3
and proceed by induction. Let g(n)=(4n+2)/3. We regard Fn−14 as the
subspace of Fn4 consisting of the vectors whose xn-coefficient is zero.
Let L be an element of Nn, and write d=dim L. Let v1 P · · · P vd be
the reduced echelon basis of L.
Case 1: n ¨ supp(L). Clearly such spaces L are exactly the members of
Nn−1. Hence by induction the number of such spaces is g(n−1).
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Case 2: xn ¥ L. Clearly vd=xn, and v1, ..., vd−1 is the reduced echelon
basis for some LŒ ¥Nn−1. The rule LW LŒ matches the spaces L ¥Nn con-
taining xn with the members of Nn−1. So again the count is g(n−1), by
induction.
Let Sn−1 be the set of spaces in Nn−1 which fall into the neither of the
analogues of Cases 1 and 2 for Nn−1. By induction we have |Sn−1|=
g(n−1)−2g(n−2).
Case 3: There is some vi of weight 2 such that b(vi)=n, and n−1 ¨
supp(L). Let m: Fn4 Q F
n−1
4 be the linear map sending xs W xs for 1 [ s [
n−2, xn−1 W 0, and xn W xn−1. Then m(v1), ..., m(vd) is the reduced echelon
basis for some LŒ of Fn−14 , and the rule LW LŒ=m(L) matches the spaces
in Nn in this case with the members of Sn−1. So the number of spaces
L ¥Nn in this case equals g(n−1)−2g(n−2).
Case 4: There is some vi of weight 2 such that b(vi)=n, and xn−1 ¥ L.
Here we must have vd=xn−1. Let m be as in Case 3. Then m(v1), ..., m(vd−1)
is the reduced echelon basis for some subspace LŒ of Fn−12 . This rule LW LŒ
matches the spaces inNn in this case with the members of Sn−1. So again
the count is g(n−1)−2g(n−2).
Cases 1–4 account for g(n−1)+g(n−1)+(g(n−1)−2g(n−2))+(g(n−1)
−2g(n−2))=4g(n−1)−4g(n−2) elements ofNn. Since we want to prove
that |Nn|=g(n), we need to show that the number of elements L ¥Nn not
accounted for in Cases 1–4 is exactly g(n)−(4g(n−1)−4g(n−2))=
g(n−1). Indeed, we shall do this by exhibiting a bijection
{L ¥Nn not in Cases 1–4}QNn−1.
The spaces on the left will be grouped into Cases 5–11, with a resulting
partition of Nn−1. We leave to the reader the task of showing that these
cases partition the two sets. We now describe the bijection.
Case 5: xn−1+xn ¥ L, and n ¨ supp(vi) for all i < d. Here we must have
vd=xn−1+xn ¥ L. The vectors v1 P · · · P vd−1 are the reduced echelon
basis for a space LŒ ¥ Fn−14 . This rule LW LŒ gives a bijection between the
spaces L ¥Nn in this case and those spaces LŒ ¥Nn−1 for which
n−1 ¨ supp(LŒ).
Case 6: xn−1+wxn ¥ L. Here we must have vd=xn−1+wxn ¥ L. The
vectors v1 P · · · P vd−1 P xn−1 are the reduced echelon basis for a space
LŒ ¥ Fn−14 . The rule LW LŒ gives a bijection between the spaces L ¥Nn in
this case and the spaces LŒ ¥Nn−1 for which xn−1 ¥ LŒ.
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Case 7: vd=xn−1+xn ¥ L, and there is some i < d such that b(vi)=n,
c(vi)=1. We remark that by (N5), vi is uniquely characterized as the only
basis vectors of L other than vd whose support contains n. Define
v −1, ..., v
−
d−1 by v
−
i=vi+xn−1−xn and v
−
t=vt for t ] i. Then v −1, ..., v −d−1 is
the reduced echelon basis for a space LŒ ¥ Fn−14 . The rule LW LŒ gives a
bijection between the L ¥Nn in this case and those LŒ ¥Nn−1 whose
reduced echelon basis w1 P · · · P we satisfies the following: b(wt)=n−1
for a unique wt of weight 2, and c(wt)=1.
Case 8: vd=xn−1+xn ¥ L, and there is some i < d such that b(vi)=n,
c(vi)=w. Again by (N5), vi is the unique basis vector of L other than vd
whose support contains n. Define v −1, ..., v
−
d−1 by v
−
i=vi+wxn−1−wxn and
v −t=vt for t ] i. Then v −1, ..., v −d−1 is the reduced echelon basis for a space
LŒ ¥ Fn−14 . The rule LW LŒ gives a bijection between the spaces L ¥Nn in
the present case and those spaces LŒ ¥Nn−1 whose reduced echelon basis
w1 P · · · P we satisfies the following: b(wt)=n−1 for a unique wt of
weight 2, and c(wt)=w, and moreover there do not exist wi ] wj, both of
weight 2, such that b(wi)=b(wj) < a(wt). The space LŒ satisfies the last of
these conditions because L satisfies (N6).
Case 9: There are vj P vk, both of weight 2, such that b(vj)=n−1,
b(vk)=n, c(vj)=1, and there does not exist i < j such that a(vk) <
b(vi) < b(vj). By (N5), j and k are uniquely determined. Define v
−
1, ..., v
−
d
by v −k=vk+xn−1−xn and v
−
t=vt for t ] k. Then v −1, ..., v −d is the reduced
echelon basis of a space LŒ ¥ Fn−14 . The rule LW LŒ gives a bijection
between the spaces inNn in the present case and the spaces inNn−1 whose
reduced echelon basis w1, ..., we satisfies the following: b(wt)=n−1 for
(exactly) two values of t, and if s is the smaller of these values then
c(ws)=1.
Case 10: There are vj P vk, both of weight 2, such that b(vj)=n−1,
b(vk)=n, c(vj)=w. Again j and k are unique by (N5). Define vectors
v −1, ..., v
−
d by v
−
k=vk+xn−1−xn and v
−
t=vt for t ] k. Then v −1, ..., v −d may be
regarded as the reduced echelon basis of a space LŒ ¥ Fn−14 . The rule LW LŒ
gives a bijection between the LŒ ¥Nn in this case and those LŒ ¥Nn−1
whose reduced echelon basis w1, ..., we satisfies the following: b(wt)=n−1
for (exactly) two values of t, and if s is the smaller value then c(ws)=w.
Case 11: There are vj P vk, both of weight 2, such that b(vj)=n−1,
b(vk)=n, c(vj)=1, and there exists i < j such that a(vk) < b(vi) < b(vj).
We shall describe a bijection from the spaces L ¥Nn in this case with
the spaces LŒ ¥Nn−1 whose reduced echelon basis w1 P · · · P we has the
following property: b(wt)=n−1 for a unique wt of weight 2, and
c(wt)=w, and there exist wr ] ws (of weight 2) such that b(wr)=b(ws).
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First let us begin with an example. Our procedure will send L ¥N14 to
LŒ ¥N13, where L and LŒ are the spaces given below. Here f can represent
either 1 or w and is the same for both spaces.
L=|1 f1 11 11 1
1 1
1
1
:
1
1
}
‡
LŒ=|1 f1 1 1 w 1 1
1 1
1 1
1
:
w
}
Informally, the procedure to convert L into LŒ (which we describe formally
later) goes as follows. First one writes down the reduced echelon matrix of
L. Ignoring the rows of weight one, we look at consecutive rows that have
weight two, starting with the lowest one. We successively ‘‘mark off’’ each
row of weight two, starting with vk and then vj and continuing; we stop
when one of the following happens:
1. every row of weight two has now been marked off, or
2. b(v) < a(vœ), where v is the row currently being looked at (but not
yet marked off), and vœ is the next to last row that has been marked off. In
this case we do not mark off v.
(In the above example every row is marked off.) Label the rows that have
been marked off, from top to bottom, by vjf , vjf+1 , ..., vjr , where r is the
total number of rows of weight two. We then convert these rows into new
rows yf, ..., yr of weight two, such that for t=f+2, ..., r−1, yt is the
weight two vector supported at the coordinate positions a(vjt+1 ) and
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b(vjt−2 ); depending on the relative order of these positions, either a 1 or an
w is used as the new ‘‘tail coordinate’’ c(yt). (The rules for yf, yf+1, and yr
are different.) We now put the y’s together with all the rows of L that were
not marked, and sort these vectors in descending lexicographic order;
regarding them as elements of Fn−14 , we now have the reduced echelon basis
of LŒ.
We now describe the rule LW LŒ in formal terms. By (N5), vj (resp. vk) is
the unique basis vector v of L with b(v)=n−1 (resp. b(v)=n). Let
J={j1 < · · · < jr} be the set of indices i such that wt(vi)=2. In particular,
jr−1=j and jr=k by (N3). Also by (N3) and the existence of vi, we have
a(vjr ) < b(vjr−2 ). So we may let f be the smallest index in {1, ..., r−2} such
that
a(vjt+2 ) < b(vjt ) for all t ¥ {f, ..., r−2} .
By (N4) we must have c(vjf+1 )=· · ·=c(vjr )=1. For t=1, ..., r, set
at :=a(vjt ) and bt :=b(vjt ). We now define vectors y1, ..., yr ¥ F
n−1
4 of
weight 2 by
yt :=vjt , if t < f
yf :=xaf+c(vjf ) xaf+2
yf+1 :=xaf+1+xaf+2
yt :=˛xat+1+xbt−2 , if at+1 < bt−2xbt−2+wxat+1 , if bt−2 < at+1 (t=f+2, ..., r−1)
yr :=xbr−2+wxbr−1=xbr−2+wxn−1
We claim that a(yt) (1 [ t [ r) is strictly increasing in t. We need to
check the inequality a(yt) < a(yt+1) for t=1, ..., r−1. Basically it follows
from at+2 < bt (f [ t [ r−2) and the monotonicity of at and bt. Indeed, it
clearly holds for t [ f, and also for t=f+1 from a(yf+1)=af+1 <
af+2 < bf. Now for t ¥ {f+2, ..., r−1}, we have
a(yt)=min{at+1, bt−2}
a(yt+1)=˛min{at+2, bt−1}, t ] r−1bt−1, t=r−1
Thus a(yt) < a(yt+1) holds unless either (a) a(yt)=bt−2 and a(yt+1)=at+2
or (b) a(yt)=bt−2=bt−1=a(yt+1). In the first case we have a(yt)=bt−2=
min{at+1, bt−2} < at+1 < at+2=a(yt+1), as needed. In the second case we
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have bt−2=min{at+1, bt−2} < at+1 < bt−1, a contradiction. This proves our
claim. Without much additional effort one can see that y1 P · · · P yr
is the reduced echelon basis of a space L −0 ¥ Fn−14 , with supp(L −0)=
supp(Ovj1 , ..., vjrP)0{n}.
Now let LŒ be the span of L −0 and {vi: i ¨ J}. Since supp(L −0) 5
{a(vi) : i ¨ J}=”, the reduced echelon basis y1 P · · · P yd of LŒ simply
consists of the vectors yt and vi (i ¨ J), arranged in descending order. We
leave to the reader to see that LŒ ¥Nn−1, and that in the reduced echelon
matrix of LŒ, the lowest pair of weight-two vectors with equal b’s are yf
and yf+1.
We have described a bijection between the members ofNn which are not
in Cases 1–4 and the members of Nn−1. This completes the proof of
Theorem 6.1. L
7. LARGEST ELEMENTS IN SYMMETRIC DIFFERENCES:
LOW-DIMENSIONAL CALCULATION
We now present some specific calculations with the special generators
L(X, Y) and F(X, YŒ) defined in Section 4. Although most of them were
originally done by computer, in most cases they can be checked by hand.
In each case we specify values of n and k and a particular k-subspace L
of Fn4; the claim is that L is lexically the largest element in some symmetric
difference of special generators of Ik. In most cases we provide an explicit
combination that works. The spaces L that we consider are exactly the
‘‘minimal’’ ones violating conditions (N1)–(N6) of Section 6.
(a) n \ 3 arbitrary, k=1, and L=OvP where v=x1+ax2+bx3+·· ·
has support supp(v)={1, ..., n}.
Here L is the largest element of F({0}, YŒ), where YŒ=Ox1, ax2,
v−x1−ax2PF2 .
(b) n=2, k=1, and L=Ox1+w2x2P.
Here L is the largest element of L({0}, F24).
(c) n=4, k=2, and L=r1 0 0 a
0 1 b 0
s where a ] 0, b ] 0.
Let X1=Ox1P, X2=Ox1+ax2+abx3+ax4P, Y
−
i=Ox2, bx3, x4PF2 (i=1, 2).
Then L is the largest element of the symmetric difference F(X1, Y
−
1)+
F(X2, Y
−
2).
(d) n=3, k=2, and L=r1 0 a
0 1 w
s where a ] 0.
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Let X1=Ox1P, X2=Ox1+ax2+w2ax3P. Then L is the largest element of
the symmetric difference L(X1, F
3
4)+L(X2, F
3
4).
(e) n=4, k=2, and L=r1 0 a 0
0 1 0 w
s where a ] 0.
LetX1=Ox1+ax3P,Y
−
1=Ox2, x3, wx4PF2 ,X2=Ox1+w
2ax2+wax3P,Y
−
2=
Ox2, x3, x4PF2 , X3=Ox1+ax2+wax4P, Y
−
3=Ox2+x4, x3, w
2x4PF2 . Then L
is the largest element of the symmetric difference F(X1, Y
−
1)+F(X2, Y
−
2)+
F(X3, Y
−
3).
(f) n=4, k=3, and L=r1 0 0 a0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1
s where a ] 0.
Let X1=Ox1+ax3, x2+wx3+w2x4P, X2=Ox1+wax3+wax4, x2+wx3+
w2x4P, X3=Ox1+w2ax3, x2P, X4=Ox1+wax4, x2P. Then L is the largest
element of the symmetric difference L(X1, F
4
4)+· · ·+L(X4, F
4
4).
(g) n=5, k=3, and L=r1 0 0 a 00 1 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 1
s where a ] 0.
Let X1=r1 0 a a a0 1 0 0 0s , X2=r1 0 a a a0 1 1 1 1s , X3=r1 0 0 0 a0 1 1 1 1s , X4=r1 0 0 0 a
0 1 0 0 0
s , and YŒ=Ox3, x4, x5PF2 . Then L is the largest element in
the symmetric difference F(X1, YŒ)+· · ·+F(X4, YŒ).
(h) n=5, k=3, and L=r1 0 0 a 00 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 1
s where a ¥ {1, w}.
Then there exists a symmetric difference of sets of the form F(X, YŒ) in
which L is the largest element. (This can be done with fewer than 200 sets.)
(i) n=6, k=4, and L=|1 0 a 0 0 00 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 w
0 0 0 0 1 1
} where a ¥ {1, w}.
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Then there exists a symmetric difference of sets of the form F(X, YŒ) in
which L is the largest element. (This can be done with fewer than 10,000
sets.)
( j) n=7, k=4, and L=|1 0 a 0 0 0 00 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 w 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 1
} where a ¥ {1, w}.
Then there exists a symmetric difference of sets of the form F(X, YŒ) in
which L is the largest element. (This can be done with fewer than
20,000,000 sets.)
Claims (h)–(j) were verified with the aid of the computer algebra package
Magma. In each case, we used the natural ordered basis of Pk to represent
Pk by a row vector space F
N
2 . The given space L corresponds to a particular
coordinate position of FN2 , and we needed to show that it is in fact a ‘‘pivot
position’’ of Ik. This was done using the following algorithm:
1. Initialize S to be the empty set.
2. Select a special generator F(X, YŒ) ¥ Ik at random, and call it v.
3. If one of the matrices given in (a)–(g) can be obtained from the
reduced echelon array for max v by deleting some rows and columns, then
Lemma 8.1 and the calculations in (a)–(g) produce an explicit symmetric
difference w of special generators with max w=max v. Set v :=v+w and
go to Step 6.
4. If max v=max w for some w ¥ S, then set v :=v+w and go to
Step 6.
5. Store v into S. If max v=L then stop. Otherwise go to Step 2.
6. If v=0 then go to Step 2 Otherwise go to Step 3.
Once this program terminated, we concluded that L=max v for some
v ¥ Ik. We have also kept track of the number of special generators used to
produce v. It is likely that in each of the cases (h)–(j) there exists a vector
v ¥ Ik with L=max v which is the symmetric difference of just a handful of
special generators, but we have not tried to find such a vector.
Due to the large size of dim Pk and dim Ik, the row-reduction would not
have been feasible without the use of Lemma 8.1 and the calculations in
(a)–(g) in Step 3.
It would be desirable to replace these computer calculations by alterna-
tive arguments that can be verified by hand.
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8. LARGEST ELEMENTS IN SYMMETRIC DIFFERENCES,
GENERAL CASE
We can now prove the following key result:
Theorem 8.1. Let L be a subspace of Fn4 of dimension k, where
1 [ k [ n−1. If L ¨Nn, then L is the maximum element of v for some
nonzero v ¥ Ik.
In particular, the dimension of Pk/Ik cannot exceed the number of spaces
in Nn of dimension k. Combining Theorems 4.1, 6.1, and 8.1, we obtain
our main result:
Theorem 8.2. The dimension of the universal embedding of DU2n(2) does
not exceed (4n+2)/3.
We shall need the following corollary of Lemma 5.1.
Lemma 8.1. Let L0 be a subspace of F
n
4, p=dim L0, and 1 [ k [ n−1.
(a) Suppose that Xi < Yi < F
n
4 and dimXi+1=k=dim Yi−1 for
i=1, ..., r. If a(L0) 5 supp(Yi)=” for all i, then dim(L0+Xi)+1=
p+k=dim(L0+Yi)−1 for all i. Moreover, if the symmetric difference
L(X1, Y1)+· · ·+L(Xr, Yr) is non-empty with largest element M, then
L(L0+X1, L0+Y1)+· · ·+L(L0+Xr, L0+Yr) is non-empty with largest
element L0+M.
(b) Suppose that Xi, Y
−
i (i=1, ..., r) are subspaces of F
n
4 such that, for
each i, F(Xi, Y
−
i) is defined as a vector in Pk. (In other words, Xi is a (k−1)-
space, Y −i is an F2-lattice of rank 3, and Xi 5 F4Y −i={0}.) Suppose also that
a(L0) 5 supp(Xi+F4Y −i)=” for all i. Then F(L0+Xi, Y −i) is defined
as a vector in Pp+k for each i. Moreover, if the symmetric difference
F(X1, Y
−
1)+· · ·+F(Xr, Y
−
r) is non-empty with largest element M, then
F(L0+X1, Y
−
1)+· · ·+F(L0+Xr, Y
−
r) is non-empty with largest element
L0+M.
Proof. (a) Since a(L0) 5 a(Yi)=” (for each i), L0+Yi is a direct
sum, whence dim(L0+Xi)=dim L0+dimXi and dim(L0+Yi)=dim L0+
dim Yi. The assertion about largest elements follows from Lemma 5.1.
(b) By hypothesis, Xi+F4Y
−
i is a direct sum for each i. Since a(L0) 5
a(Xi+F4Y
−
i)=”, we have L0 5 (Xi+F4Y −i)={0}. So L0+Xi+F4Y −i is a
direct sum, whence (L0+Xi) 5 F4Y −i={0}. The assertion about largest
elements follows from Lemma 5.1. L
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Proof of Theorem 8.1. L must violate at least one of the conditions
(N1)–(N6); in each case we must show that L is the largest element of some
element of Ik. Let v1, ..., vk be the reduced echelon basis of L.
Suppose L violates (N1). Take vi such that wt(vi) \ 3, and write
supp(vi)={p < q < r < · · · }. Set X={0} and YŒ=Oxp, [vi]q xq, vi−xp−
[vi]q xqPF2 . By calculation (a) of Section 7, OviP is the largest element of
F({0}, YŒ). Now let L0=Ovj: j ] iP. By Lemma 8.1(b), L=L0+OviP is the
largest element of F(L0, YŒ).
Now suppose that L satisfies (N1) but violates (N2). There is some vi of
the form xp+w2xq, with p < q. Set X={0} and Y=Oxp, xqP. Thinking of
Y as F24, calculation (b) of Section 7 shows that OviP is the largest element
of L(X, Y). Now let L0=Ovj : j ] iP. By Lemma 8.1(a), L=L0+OviP is
the largest element of L(L0+X, L0+Y).
Now suppose that L satisfies (N1) and (N2) but violates (N3). Then
there are vi P vj of the form vi=xp+axs, vj=xq+bxr, with p < q < r < s and
a, b ¥ {1, w}. Thinking of Oxp, xq, xr, xsP as F44, calculation (c) of Section 7
shows that there are 1-dimensional subspaces X1, X2 of Oxp, xq, xr, xsP and
F2-lattices Y
−
1, Y
−
2 of rank 3 in Oxp, xq, xr, xsP such that Ovi, vjP is
the largest element in F(X1, Y
−
1)+F(X2, Y
−
2). Set L0=Ovk : k ] i, jP. By
Lemma 8.1(b), L=L0+Ovi, vjP is the largest element in F(L0+X1, Y
−
1)+
F(L0+X2, Y
−
2), as needed.
The rest of the proof of Theorem 8.1 proceeds in the same way, using the
other calculations of Section 7. L
9. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Our proof actually gives a basis for U(DU2n(2)). It also follows from our
argument that dimMk/Mk−1=dim Pk/Ik (in the notation of Sections 2
and 4), and that this equals the number an, k of k-dimensional spaces inNn.
We have tabulated some of these cardinalities in Table I. This is the
analogue of McClurg’s table in the symplectic case [7]. We mention in
passing that, for fixed k, the quantity an, k is a polynomial of degree 2k in n.
For if bn denotes the number of k-spaces L ¥Nn with supp(L)={1, ..., n},
then an, k=;2ki=k bi(ni ), and bn ] 0 if and only if k [ n [ 2k.
APPENDIX: DERIVING L-RELATIONS FROM F-RELATIONS
Let Pk, L(X, Y), F(X, YŒ), and Ik be as in Section 4. Recall that for
1 [ k [ n−2, the relation spaces Ik are spanned by vectors L(X, Y) and
F(X, YŒ). We now show that the L relations are redundant for k in this
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TABLE I
The Number of k-Spaces inNn
n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 1 1
2 1 4 1
3 1 9 11 1
4 1 16 44 24 1
5 1 25 120 150 45 1
6 1 36 265 580 407 76 1
7 1 49 511 1715 2121 945 119 1
8 1 64 896 4256 8092 6400 1960 176 1
9 1 81 1464 9324 25116 30636 16778 3732 249 1
10 1 100 2265 18600 67200 116304 98570 39500 6645 340 1
11 1 121 3355 34485 160644 373164 449504 279752 85415 11209 451 1
12 1 144 4796 60280 351417 1052832 1703636 1509728 718511 172392 18084 584 1
range. (Thus Lemma 3.1 adds new relations not already implied by Lemma
2.2 only when k=1, where k is as in the notation of Lemma 3.1.)
Lemma A.1. For 1 [ k [ n−2, the subspace Ik is spanned by the vectors
F(X, YŒ).
Proof. It suffices to consider the case n=3, k=1. Here P1 is the power
set of the set of points in a projective plane of order 4, and we wish to show
that every line is a symmetric difference of Fano subplanes. By transitivity
of PGL3(4) on lines, it suffices to exhibit some line as a symmetric differ-
ence of three Fano subplanes. Let W be the 24-set of the Mathieu group
M24. Choose three points a, b, c ¥ W; then P=W0{a, b, c} is a projective
plane of order 4 (e.g., see Chapter 6 of [4].) . Take octads O1 and O2 with
|O1 5 O2 |=4. By 3-transitivity of M24, we assume a ¥ O1 0O2, b ¥ O2 0O1,
and c ¨ O1 2 O2. Let p, q, r, s be any four distinct points in (O1+O2) 5P
(with + denoting symmetric difference), and let O3 be the unique octad
containing X={c, p, q, r, s}. Since O1+O2+X has size 5, the set
O4=O1+O2+O3 must be an octad consisting of O1+O2+X together
with three other points. Also note that {a, b, c} … O4. So Oi 5P
(i=1, 2, 3) are Fano subplanes of P whose symmetric difference is the line
O4 5P. L
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